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Cloud Functions for Firebase & Smash.gg  Reliably running mission-critical realtime features   



 



  Company  Smash.gg  is  an  e-sports  platform  used  by  top  players  and  organizers  worldwide  for  games  including Rocket League, Super Smash Bros., and Street Fighter.   



    SMASH.GG    “Firebase makes possible 



Challenges 



entirely new functionalities 



involves heavy realtime  interaction  between  multiple  parties,  any  delay  can  delay  an  entire 



The Smash.gg team was 9 engineers. They wanted to add notifications, but the time and cost of developing and maintaining another new system was too high for this feature to be viable. Moreover, because online e-sports tournaments, a core part of the Smash.gg experience,



that would have been too 



tournament.  The team therefore wanted to avoid adding any unnecessary workload or



time-consuming to develop 



complexity to their systems that could jeopardize the realtime tournament experience.



without it. Functions 



 



continues this trend and 



Solution 



makes a class of features 



To  support  their  realtime  requirements,  Smash.gg  started  with  Firebase Realtime Database. It 



available that wouldn’t have 



then  took  less  than  a  day  to  set up Cloud Functions for Firebase, which worked easily with the 



been considered otherwise.”  



Realtime Database, and didn’t require creating or scaling a new service. 



 



 



                                     



- Nathan Welch,  Engineering Director/  Co-Founder 



In  addition  to  setting  up  their  notifications,  the  team  was able to use their data in entirely new ways by using Functions to let separate code watch that data for changes and take actions. Specifically, they could  act on changes in data to trigger notifications, such as to alert users of  playable  matches  or  tournament  moderators  of  player  disputes.  This  has  been  key  to  the the  core functionality of Smash.gg: reliably delivering realtime, highly interactive tournaments.     



  Learn more at:  http://g.co/firebas e/functions 
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Cloud Functions for Firebase & â€‹Smash.gg






Cloud Functions for Firebase & â€‹Smash.gg. SMASH.GG. â€œFirebase makes possible entirely new functionalities that would have been too time-consuming to ... 
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Cloud Functions for Firebase & Auger Labs 

a service that easily integrates with our front-end web app, our realtime cloud database, and our cloud storage services;. â—‹ a service that scales on-demand;.
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Cloud Functions for Firebase & â€‹Wuu 

Company. Designer and entrepreneur Paul Budnitz is well known for his iconoclastic approach towards redesigning everyday objects and technologies.
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Cloud Functions for Firebase & Auger Labs 

Artists receive their own beautifully designed, custom-branded Android and iOS apps tailored with their own content and featuring advanced technologies such ...
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Cloud Functions for Firebase & â€‹Wuu 

for Wuu to build our app on the fly, three times as fast and at 15% the cost of traditional development.â€� â€” Paul Budnitz, CEO. Learn more at: http://g.co/fireb.
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Firebase Cloud Messaging for Web & AliExpress. ALIEXPRESS. 93.4% higher open rate vs. app notifications. 178% increase in conversion compared to mSite ...
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Firebase Cloud Messaging for Web & Settle Up 

Users already received these notifications in the app, but. Settle Up wanted their web users to have the same experience. They also wanted a unified solution ...
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Firebase Cloud Messaging for Web & Alibaba.com 

ALIBABA.COM. 20% + open rate. 4X higher engagement for users who receive web notifications than users who visit the website directly. â€œWe were unable to ...
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Firebase Authentication for Fabulous 

Platforms. Android. iOS. Features Used. â€¢ Firebase Authentication Database. â€¢ Firebase UI. â€¢ Support for Email / Password ,. Google Sign-in and Facebook Login.
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Firebase Authentication for Rave 

Challenges. Rave is available on iOS, Android, and is currently being developed for VR. It required a platform agnostic login system that would handle.
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HomeAway - Firebase 

Building upon that idea, the team also wanted to deliver this experience in areas with no Internet connection. Finally, they wanted to do all this without the usual ...
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increased by 10% with. App Invites vs. standard SMS. & email share options. 2x higher retention for users acquired via App Invites vs. other channels (including organic). *30-day averages. â€œIt took me only a few hours to implement App Invites vs. s
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Oct 27, 2017 - Practically, Swish can be implemented with a single line code change in most deep learning libraries, such as TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) (e.g., x * tf.sigmoid(beta * x) or tf.nn.swish(x) if using a version of TensorFlow released a
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25% 24% - Firebase 

Page 1. Rockbite boosts revenue up to 25% with Firebase Predictions. Introduction. Rockbite Games, a fast-growing game development company based in. Armenia, is the creator of popular app titles like Deep Town. With more than five million users all o
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Halfbrick uses Firebase Predictions to boost ... - Firebase 

Based on the results of the experiment, we decided to roll-out the in-game promotion to our entire user base. Now, any user that Predictions identifies as 'will churn' receives a gift of 2000 gold coins and 25 gacha tokens. We can't wait to test. Pre
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Auger Labs - Firebase 

Company. Auger ( www.augerlabs.com ) is a mobile apps-as-a-service company for the art community. Artists receive their own beautifully designed, ...
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66%+ 2x - Firebase 

company hopes to one day make it available to the general public. Challenge ... Using Cloud Firestore's data structure and client libraries, HomeAway set up the infrastructure within a few minutes and delivered a real-time user experience ...
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On Android, Google will also surface install buttons for users who do not yet have your app installed. Learn how to get your app into the Google index at g.co/ ...
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Smashgg: How To Play Clash Royale.pdf 

The timers kick in after the round start times. â€¢ The name of your pool (minus the word Pool) are your Clan Names. â€¢ If playing on your phone it's best to set your ...
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Hawkin Dynamics - Firebase 

Internet-connected force plates collect athletes' data, which is then analyzed ... company serves customers in the NHL, NCAA, EPL and other leagues. Challenge ... With Firebase Realtime Database, we felt we had built the best force-plate.
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Cookpad - Firebase 

by 10%. Search results page. â€œApp Indexing has been a great way for us to get more of our users using ... On Android, Google will also surface install buttons for ...
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Tabelog - Firebase 

about 10%. In-app deep link. â€œWe feel that with App Indexing becoming ... On Android, Google will also surface install buttons for users who do not yet have your.
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25% 24% - Firebase 

Introduction. Rockbite Games, a fast-growing game development company based in. Armenia, is the creator of popular app titles like Deep Town. With more than five million users all over the world, the Rockbite team is dedicated to providing high-quali
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66%+ 2x - Firebase 

app events. Many companies use multiple layers of software to meet ... also wanted to deliver this experience in areas with no Internet connection. Finally, they ...
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million places to stay in 190 countries. To help travelers get the best experience at their destinations, the HomeAway mobile group formed a ... company hopes to one day make it available to the general public. Challenge. Developing apps for ...
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